NOTICE

Date: 25 February, 2022

All the students are hereby informed that they may submit their names to FIMT Hasgulle-Stand Up Comedy Society coordinators, for participation in auditions.

- HASGULLE will provide students a platform to showcase their talent.
- HASGULLE possess the value of harmony and respect towards each other to gain the objective of delivering a work of content.

Details of the audition

- Date: 5th March, 2022
- Time: 11:00 AM onwards
- Venue: B Wing, Room No. 105, First Floor

The event will focus on:

1. Concept and meaning of all the forms of comedy.
2. Process we strive to attain excellence in performance conducted both inside and outside of the college through intensive training which is not only gruelling but also extremely rewarding making us one of the most active and appreciated society at, FIMT

GUIDELINES

- Try and prepare a comedy performance of 1 to 2 minute
- Try and prepare a comedy performance on any style
- Mask and sanitizer is mandatory for the participant
- Carry your vaccination certificate

CRITERIA

- Students will be selected on the basis of these criteria like script, energy and expressions.

Ms. Aarti Yadav
In charge of Hasgulle-Stand Up Comedy Society
Assistant Professor.
FIMT.